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Measurement-Based Wideband Analysis of Dynamic Multipath Propagation in Vehicular Communication Scenarios

Kim Mahler, Wilhelm Keusgen, Fredrik Tufvesson, Thomas Zemen and Giuseppe Caire

Abstract—Realistic propagation modeling requires a detailed understanding and characterization of the radio channel properties. This paper is based on channel sounder measurements with 1 GHz bandwidth at a carrier frequency of 5.7 GHz and particular tracking methods. We present statistical models for the number of, birth rate, lifetime, excess delay and relative Doppler frequency of individual multipath components (MPCs). Our findings are concluded from 72 measurement runs in eight relevant vehicular communication scenarios and reveal wide insights into the dynamic propagation process in vehicular communication scenarios.

Index Terms—Radio propagation, Multipath channels, Channel models, Intelligent transportation systems, Vehicular and wireless technologies.

I. INTRODUCTION

VEHICULAR communication will play an important role in future safety-related traffic applications, since it enables direct information exchange between vehicles without line-of-sight. Highly reliable wireless communication links are key components for these applications. Those are in turn directly dependent on the propagation channel, the received power and the destructive fading effects of the channel. To get a better understanding of the multipath process in vehicular communication scenarios, thorough analysis of measurement data from channel sounding campaigns is necessary. Based on the findings, suitable channel models with appropriate parametrization can be developed and used for advanced transceiver development towards the desired reliability levels.

Communication systems based on IEEE 802.11p are close to market launch and operate at 5.9 GHz. Therefore, most researchers in the field conducted vehicular channel measurements in the 6 GHz band with measurement bandwidths of 60-240 MHz [1] [2]. The main advantages of a wider measurement bandwidth are the high delay time resolution of individual multipath components (MPC) and the reduced sensitivity to small-scale fading effects, due to a lower number of superimposed MPCs per delay time bin [3]. Another benefit of highly resolved wideband channel data is the ability to relate individual MPCs to physical scattering objects. In terms of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) channel modeling, there are two major paths being followed: 1) the tapped delay line (TDL) model and its extensions or derivatives and 2) geometry-based modeling approaches. An interesting comparison of these approaches is given in [4], different geometry-based approaches are presented in [5]. Different from these empirical modeling approaches, V2V channel models are analytically derived from the geometry in [6] [7] [8] [9]. Also, analytical regular-shaped geometry-based stochastic models are introduced in [10] [11]. Non-stationary channels are also studied in [12] [13] [14].

Probably the two most distinctive characteristics of V2V channels are the low position of the antennas and the time-variant radio properties, due to the movement of transmitter, receiver and scattering objects. These characteristics lead to, among others, fast MPC shadowing effects and diverse Doppler frequency distributions [15]. Hence, classical TDL models are enhanced with a “persistence process” [16] or with varying Doppler spectra models [17]. Different from these narrowband models, [18] proposes a dynamic wideband V2V channel model based on a local wide-sense stationary (WSS) time window and MPC statistics related to this time window. Alternatively, V2V geometry-based stochastic channel models were proposed, which are well-suited for non-stationary environments [19]. In order to identify the time-variant stochastics of these V2V channel models, researchers focus on the temporal behavior of MPCs. Work in [20] [21] investigate MPC clusters in the delay-Doppler plane and model their temporal behavior. To the author’s knowledge, no publication provides a substantial characterization of individual MPCs and their dynamics in various vehicular communication scenarios.

The contribution of this paper is a comprehensive analysis of an extensive channel data set and a statistical characterization of the dynamic behavior of individual wideband (1 GHz) MPC in V2V scenarios, i.e. the number, birthrate and lifetime of MPCs. Statistical analysis of individual MPC delay and Doppler observations are also given and appropriate models for all key channel parameters proposed. The analysis is based on 72 measurement runs in eight different vehicular communication scenarios. The results of this paper provide wide insights into the vehicular propagation channel and are beneficial for the parametrization of various V2V channel modeling approaches.

The paper is organized as follows: we describe the measurement equipment, settings and environments of the vehicular communication scenarios in Section II. The applied extraction
methods for the analyzed channel properties are explained in Section III. The results of our analysis are presented in Section IV, subdivided into the five investigated channel parameters. The paper closes with conclusions in Section V.

II. MEASUREMENT

A. Measurement Equipment

The HHI channel sounder, developed at the Fraunhofer Heinrich Hertz Institute (HHI), is a wideband measurement device with a bandwidth of 1 GHz at a carrier frequency of 5.7 GHz [22]. The measurement bandwidth permits a delay time resolution of 1 ns (30 cm of wave propagation) and therefore a highly resolved view into the behavior of MPCs. The channel sounder consists of a transmitter unit and a receiver unit that can be installed in conventional passenger vehicles and deployed in real traffic scenarios. For our measurements we use an Audi A4 Avant as transmitter and a Renault Scenic as receiver vehicle. The transmitter vehicle is equipped with two omnidirectional and vertically polarized antennas mounted on the roof at the left and right edges of the vehicle (Tx1Out and Tx2Out in Fig. 1). The receiver vehicle is also equipped with the same kind of antenna on the roof at the left edge of the vehicle (Rx1Out). In addition to this outside antenna, we installed two vertically polarized antennas at different locations inside the receiver vehicle as shown in Fig. 1.

B. Measurement Settings

We selected for each vehicular communication scenario a suitable and beneficial setup of measurement timing. One measurement run of the HHI channel sounder contains 10,000 snapshots. Instead of using all snapshots consecutively for a single continuous recording, we organize the available snapshots into sets of 6-13 snapshots. The time interval between the snapshots is 0.2-0.7 ms, which results in a set recording time of 2.4-3.6 ms. The time interval between the first snapshot of two consecutive sets is 10-100 ms. We recorded 769-1666 sets, which amounts to a total measurement time of 16-124 s per run. This measurement setup with gaps between recording sets permits longer measurement runs and in addition reflects the packet on-air time of cooperative awareness messages based on IEEE 802.11p. The length of the set recording time accounts for the maximum IEEE 802.11p frame duration of 2 ms for the maximum allowed payload of 1500 Bytes.

Summing up all 72 measurement runs, the performed analysis is based on 108 min of total measurement time. The total pure recording time without gaps between sets amounts to 240 s. Since we conducted measurements with two transmitter (Tx) antennas and three receiver (Rx) antennas, the effective total measurement time increases by a factor six (antenna pairs) and adds up to a total of almost 11 h of measurement time or to a total of 24 min of pure recording time.

C. Measurement Environments

We investigate eight relevant vehicular communication scenarios and selected corresponding measurement sites in or around Berlin, accordingly. During measurements, each vehicle was equipped with a video camera and a highly accurate Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) system for positioning. The histograms in Fig. 2 give an overview of the distances between Tx and Rx during the measurement runs, whereas Fig. 3 displays the corresponding relative (Tx+Rx) speed. The measured scenarios and corresponding sites are:

- **H2I** - Highway-to-Infrastructure: 12 measurement runs. The stationary infrastructure antenna was located near a former custom office called Zollamt Dreilinden. The antenna was mounted at 3.50 m height on the west side of highway, around 5 m away from the highway guardrail and 6 m from the...
custom office building. During the measurements, we observed a medium-range traffic density and several large vehicles. The distance between the Tx and Rx antennas is evenly distributed up to 500 m, with relative speeds between 80 and 120 km/h as indicated in Fig. 2 and 3.

**HCT** - Highway Convoy Traffic: 12 measurement runs. One measurement run was conducted northbound on the highway A100 between Spandauer Damm and Siemensdamm, with dense traffic and several large vehicles. The remaining 11 measurement runs were conducted clockwise on the highway A10, starting from the highway junction Kreuz Oranienburg to the junction Dreiack Spruee. Some parts of the highway were under construction and therefore had a speed limit of 60 km/h.

The traffic density was low to high range and included large vehicles. The distance between the measurement vehicles reached 500 m, but was mostly around 50 m or around 230 m, with relative \((T_x + R_x)\) speeds between 100 and 400 km/h as indicated in Fig. 2 and 3.

**HOT** - Highway Oncoming Traffic: 10 measurement runs. The measurement vehicles drove in a medium range traffic density with many large vehicles on the highway A10 between the exit Birkenwerder and the exit Muehlenbeck. The distance between vehicles was evenly distributed up to 570 m, with relative speeds between 250 and 330 km/h, as indicated in Fig. 2 and 3.

**RCT** - Rural Convoy Traffic: 7 measurement runs. The measurement vehicles drove on several roads west of Berlin: westbound on the road B5 between Staaken and Elstal (2 runs), southbound on the road L863 between Nauen and Ketzin (3 runs) and eastbound on the road L92/B273 between Paretz and Marquardt (2 runs). The traffic density was medium-range dense and during 4 of the measured runs, a large vehicle drove between the measurement vehicles and blocked the line-of-sight. The distance between the vehicles was mostly in the range 50-200 m, with speeds between 80 and 200 km/h, as indicated in Fig. 2 and 3.

**ROT** - Rural Oncoming Traffic: 7 measurement runs. The measurement vehicles drove in a low range traffic density on the road L20 between Gross Glienicker and Seeburg. One of the measurement vehicles was driving at a distance of 5-20 m behind one of these large obstructing vehicles: large goods vehicle, coaches, large caravan, site vehicles of type Mercedes-Benz Actros 4146 and a van of type Volkswagen Type 2. The distance between vehicles was evenly distributed up to 550 m, with relative speeds mostly between 150 and 180 km/h, as indicated in Fig. 2 and 3. A detailed description of this scenario can be found in [23].

**TCT** - Tunnel Convoy Traffic: 4 runs in 3 different tunnels. Two of the measurement runs took place southbound in the so-called Tiertgartentunnel, one measurement run took place northbound on the highway A111 below Gorkistr. and one measurement run northbound on the highway A111 next to the crossing Rupnier Chaussee / Im Waldwinkel. We observed a medium to high range traffic density with several large vehicles. The measurements were conducted at several distances with emphasis on the ranges below 50 m, 150-250 m and around 420 m with relative speeds between 80 and 150 km/h, as indicated in Fig. 2 and 3.

**UCT** - Urban Convoy Traffic: 8 runs at 5 different measurement sites. One run took place eastbound on Skalitzerstr. between Kottbusser Tor and Wrangelstr. with a high traffic density and few large vehicles, one run northbound on Warschauerstr. between Oberbaumbruecke and Gruenbergerstr. with high traffic density and few large vehicles, one run westbound on Otto-Braun-Str. between Alexanderstr. and Niederwallstr. with low to high range traffic density and few large vehicles, two runs westbound on Leipzigerstr. between Axel-Springer-Str. and Mauerstr. with low to high range traffic density in driving direction and high traffic density in opposite driving direction and three runs westbound Buelowstr./Kleiststr. between Zietenstr. and Passaustr. with medium to high range traffic including numerous large buses. Note that some runs were conducted next to elevated railways with numerous large metallic pillars at the height of the measurement antennas, which result in a rich and dynamic propagation environment. The distance between vehicles was usually 50 and 200 m, with relative speeds mostly between 60 and 80 km/h, as indicated in Fig. 2 and 3.

**UOT** - Urban Oncoming Traffic: 12 runs at 7 different measurement sites. One run took place on Strasse des 17. Juni between Ernst-Reuter-Platz and Klopstr. with low to medium range traffic density and very few large vehicles, two runs on Knobelsdorffstr. between Sophie-Charlotte-Str. and Schlosstr. with low to medium range traffic density, two runs on Danckelmannstr. between Seelingstr. and Kaiserdam with low traffic density and few large vehicles standing, two runs on Wilmersdorferstr. between Otto-Suhr-Allee and Bismarckstr. with low to medium range traffic density and several large vehicles standing, two runs on Schillerstr. between Leibnizstr. and Wilmersdorferstr. with low to medium range traffic density and few large vehicles, one run on Bleibtreustr. between Mommsenstr. and Pestalozzistr. with medium traffic density and two runs on Hardenbergstr. between Joachimsthalerstr. and Ernst-Reuter-Platz with medium range traffic density and few large vehicles. The distance between vehicles was evenly distributed up to 500 m, with relative speeds between 5-100 km/h but mostly around 50 km/h, as indicated in Fig. 2 and 3.

### III. MPC PARAMETER EXTRACTION

#### A. Extraction Methods

Our processing of the channel sounder data is a multi-step process and starts with MPC detection, followed by short-term MPC tracking and finally long-term MPC tracking. A detailed explanation of the processing steps including tracking performance measures can be found in [24]. In this paper, we apply these extraction methods on a large set of channel data, without introducing any new extraction methods. The processing starts with the detection of MPCs in the channel impulse response at a certain time instance, basically a search and subtract method as in [25]:

- Estimate the noise floor level, add 6 dB to obtain a noise floor threshold and set all values in the impulse response below this threshold to zero.
- Find the strongest peak and save this as a detected MPC.
• Subtract the channel sounder pulse at the detected MPC delay position from the measured transfer function.
• Repeat until no additional MPCs are detected.

The subsequent short-term MPC tracking is explained in detail in [24], the steps can be summarized as follows:

• Start in the first snapshot with the strongest peak and search in the second snapshot for neighboring peaks.
• Use the observed delay change and magnitude change to define a two-dimensional search range and predict the peak location in the third snapshot. If a peak is found, an MPC track has been identified.
• Use the latest delay change and magnitude change to get the next search ranges accordingly. Continue searching peaks along the MPC track, until no peak within the current search ranges is found.

In order to investigate the large-scale evolution of MPC tracks, a supplementary long-term tracking algorithm is applied. This additional tracking method interrelates MPC tracks across adjacent recording sets and gaps of 10-100 ms, as described in Section II.B. For this algorithm, only full-lifetime MPCs are considered, i.e. MPC tracks with a lifetime equal to the duration of the recording set. Disregarding non-full-lifetime MPC tracks results in a power loss, but increases the reliability of the long-term tracking. The long-term tracking algorithm is quite simple and starts with the strongest MPC track in the current set, defines a two-dimensional search range and searches in the next set for possible candidates. In the next step of the algorithm, the delay change (Doppler frequency) of the current MPC track is used to predict the delay location of the MPC track in the next set. The same is done in the opposite direction; the delay change of the MPC track in the next set is used to predict the delay location of the MPC track in the current set. The deviation between the actual delay value and the predicted delay value is compared to a threshold value \( \chi \), again for both directions. Two MPC tracks are found to be related, if both deviations are below this threshold.

The tracking parameters in [24] are matched to channel data from a TCT scenario with dense multipath inter-arrival times and a gap of 10 ms between adjacent recording sets. In the current paper, we analyze channel data from various scenarios, where usually less dense multipath inter-arrival times occur and the set period intervals are in the range 10-100 ms. In order to apply the tracking algorithms on diverse scenarios, we doubled the delay threshold to \( \chi = 2 \) ns.

The applied short-term tracking method does not capture diffuse parts of the propagation channel, which leads to a certain power loss, as explained in [24]. In addition, disregarding non-full-lifetime MPCs leads to a further power loss. For the channel data analyzed in this paper we observe an average power loss of 2.2 dB due to the detection method and the short-term tracking, with values ranging from 2.1 dB for ROT to 2.5 dB for UCT. The power loss due to the long-term tracking is on average 1.3 dB, ranging from 0.8 dB for TCT to 1.8 dB for RCT. The total power loss due to all processing steps is on average 3.5 dB, ranging from 2.9 dB for TCT to 3.9 dB for RCT.

### B. Extracted Parameters

For a description of the five extracted and analyzed channel parameters, we start with the time-variant channel impulse response obtained from a wideband channel sounder

\[
h(t, \tau) = \sum_{k=1}^{P(t)} a_k(t) e^{j \varphi_k} w(\tau - \tau_k(t)),
\]

where \( a_k \) is the amplitude, \( \varphi_k \) the phase, \( \tau_k \) the delay of MPC \( k \) and \( w(\tau) \) the isolated channel sounder pulse. \( P(t) \) is the number of MPCs at time \( t \). Our channel data is discretized and we therefore translate the continuous form \( h(t, \tau) \) to \( h(iT_r, uT_b) = h[i,u] \), where \( T_r \) is the recording period, \( T_b = 1/B \) is the delay resolution period and \( B \) the measurement bandwidth of the channel sounder. More explanations on this discretization can be found in [24].

Now, similar to definitions in [18], we define three sets of MPCs:

- \( L_i \) is the set of all MPCs that exist at time instance \( i \) and \( P[i] \) is the number of MPCs at time instance \( i \).
- \( L_{i \rightarrow i+1} \) is the set of MPCs that are firstly observed at time instance \( i \), whose index of path is \( k_{i \rightarrow i+1} = 1, 2, ..., P[i] \). Hence, \( P_{\Delta i}[i] \) is the number of newly observed MPCs at time instance \( i \).
- \( L_{\Delta i} \) is the set of MPCs that are firstly observed during the time period \( \Delta i = b - i \) and we designate \( R[i] \) to be the total number of newly observed MPCs within this time period.

In order to obtain \( R[i] \), we define

\[
\Delta i \approx \frac{\Delta s}{T_r(v_{Tx} + v_{Rx})},
\]

where \( v_{Tx} + v_{Rx} \) is the current relative speed of the measurement vehicles and \( \Delta s \) is the traveled distance, set to be 1 m. Note that in order to maintain consistency among the scenarios, we exclude all data where the speed of one the measurement vehicles is below 5 km/h. Without this exclusion, we would obtain very high counts of newborn MPCs (newly observed MPCs) in case the vehicles are very slow or standing. The total number of newborn MPCs within 1 m distance traveled is then found by

\[
R[i] = P_b[i-b] + P_b[i-b+1] + ... + P_b[i] = \sum_{c=i-b}^{i} P_b[c].
\]

The long-term tracking (43) in [24] yields

\[
q_k[i] = \begin{pmatrix}
\bar{a}_k[i] \\
\bar{\tau}_k[i] \\
\nu_k[i]
\end{pmatrix},
\]

where \( \bar{a}_k[i] \) is the mean amplitude, \( \bar{\tau}_k[i] \) the mean delay and \( \nu_k[i] \) the Doppler frequency of path \( k \) during the recording set at time instance \( i \). Based on this result we define the set

\[
Q_k = \{ q_k[i] \}_{i = i^{start}},
\]

with \( i^{start} \) as the time instance where path \( k \) appears for the first time and \( I_k \) being the last time instance of this path. The
The lifetime of path $k$ is $\Psi_k = I_k - i_{k}^{\text{start}}$. For a better geometrical relevancy, we translate the lifetime to distance with 

$$Y_k = \Psi_k T_r (v_{Tx} + v_{Rx}).$$

The mean delay of a newborn MPC is $\bar{\tau}_b[i]$ with $b = 1, 2, ..., P_b[i]$ and the excess delay of newborn MPCs therefore

$$\tau_x^b[i] = \bar{\tau}_b[i] - \tau_{LOS}[i],$$

where $\tau_{LOS}[i]$ is the delay of the line-of-sight path at time $i$.

The Doppler frequency $\nu_k$ is based on the delay change and estimated for each MPC track, as described by (30) and (31) in [24]. Based on the Doppler frequency of newborn MPCs $\nu_b[i]$ with $b = 1, 2, ..., P_b[i]$, we define

$$\nu_n^b[i] = \frac{\nu_b[i]}{c_0 (v_{Tx} + v_{Rx})}$$

as the relative Doppler frequency of newborn MPCs, where $f_c$ is the carrier frequency and $c_0$ is the speed of light. The relativization accounts for different speeds of the measurement vehicles and makes it feasible to merge measurement data with different speeds for an ensemble characterization per scenario. Again, we exclude data where the speed of any measurement vehicle drops below 5 km/h.

### IV. RESULTS

#### A. Number of MPCs

The number of MPCs $P[i]$ is an essential channel parameter and often modeled with the Poisson distribution

$$f(x|\lambda) = \frac{\lambda^x e^{-\lambda}}{x!}, x = 0, 1, 2, ..., \infty,$$

where the single parameter $\lambda$ influences both the mean and the variance of the distribution curve. We fit the cumulative density function (CDF) of the Poisson distribution to the measured data, together with a discretized Normal distribution fit for comparison. Both plots in Fig. 4 and 5 are from the same measurement run in an UOT scenario: plot (a) was measured at a Tx-Rx distance of 450 m, whereas plot (b) was measured at a distance of 80 m. In order to grasp this apparent distance dependency, we grouped the data into distance bins of 10 m

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>STDEV</th>
<th>$p_0$</th>
<th>$p_1$</th>
<th>$p_2$</th>
<th>MSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H2I</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>$-5.37 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>1.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCT</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>$-1.62 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOT</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>7.97</td>
<td>$-2.14 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>1.54 $\times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>0.197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>9.73</td>
<td>$-1.70 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROT</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>7.11</td>
<td>$-0.95 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCT</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCT</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>$-2.61 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UOT</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>$-3.05 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.604</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
width, computed the mean and the variance per bin and fitted a polynomial function

\[ \lambda(d) = p_0 + p_1d + p_2d^2, \]  

(10)

with \(d\) being the distance between Tx and Rx in meters. Note that \(\lambda(d)\) becomes a line if \(p_2\) is set to zero. As can be found in Fig. 6, the UOT scenario exhibits a strong distance dependency. The mean standard deviation (STDEV) for this scenario is 1.82 and the mean square error (MSE) of the fitted line to the mean values is on average 0.604, as listed in Table I. Most other scenarios show the same behavior with similar values and can be modeled with a linear characteristic of \(\lambda(d)\). The strongest parabolic characteristics was found in the H2I scenario with a \(p_2\) value of around 4. A rather exceptional behavior is found for scenario TCT in Fig. 7, where the waveguiding effect of tunnels lead to a distance-independent Poisson parameter. The exceptionally high MSE values of the UCT scenario are due to high variances at distances below 200 m.

We conducted the goodness-of-fit \(\chi^2\)-test and an MSE estimation for both distribution functions. Due to the distance dependency, this was done per 10 m distance bin. The \(\chi^2\)-tests result in a null hypothesis rejection rate of 13.74\% for the Poisson distribution and a rejection rate of 20.60\% for the Normal distribution (5\% significance level) . The average MSE\(_N\) of the Poisson distribution fitting is \(9.8 \cdot 10^{-3}\), ranging from \(2.9 \cdot 10^{-3}\) for TCT to \(13.9 \cdot 10^{-3}\) for HOT (see Table IV). The average MSE of the Normal distribution fit per distance bin is \(1.41 \cdot 10^{-2}\), ranging from \(0.31 \cdot 10^{-2}\) for TCT to \(2.86 \cdot 10^{-2}\) for HOT. Hence, the Poisson distribution is a better choice both in terms of goodness-of-fit and accuracy.

The example in Fig. 5 has a high measurement data variance and visible inspection of the distribution fits could come to the conclusion that the Normal distribution is a better fit. However, visible inspection of other examples often lead to the opposite conclusion that the Poisson distribution is a better fit. Hence, a overall conclusion should be based on the results from the \(\chi^2\)-tests and the average MSE values.

### B. MPC Birth Rate

The birth rate \(R[i]\) defined in (3) is the number of newborn MPCs per meter traveled and was found to have a similar distance dependency as \(P[i]\). Consequently, we model \(R[i]\) also with (9) and (10) and most scenarios exhibit a linear \(\lambda(d)\) progression (see Table II). Exceptional behavior is found again for the H2I scenario with a parabolic progression. The data for the TCT scenario is limited and the corresponding plot therefore sparse (not included in this paper due to limited space). Based on visual inspection, a constant value of approximately \(\lambda = 7.5\) could also be appropriate for the TCT scenario, i.e. \(p_0 = 7.5\) and \(p_1 = p_2 = 0\).

The discretized Gamma distribution yields a good fit and was therefore included for comparison. The results from an UOT measurement run in Fig. 8 and 9 display a significant difference between the two empirical CDFs, which were recorded at distances of 290 m and 270 m. The example shows that the birth rate behavior in this scenario has a large
TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>STDEV</th>
<th>$p_0$</th>
<th>$p_1$</th>
<th>$p_2$</th>
<th>MSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H2I</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>-5.45·10^{-2}</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>0.579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCT</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>7.26</td>
<td>-1.25·10^{-2}</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOT</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>-1.77·10^{-2}</td>
<td>1.58·10^{-5}</td>
<td>0.0745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>-1.25·10^{-2}</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROT</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>-0.34·10^{-2}</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCT</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>9.82</td>
<td>-0.61·10^{-2}</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCT</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>-2.86·10^{-2}</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UOTA</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>-6.93·10^{-2}</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UOTB</td>
<td>8.24</td>
<td>9.01·10^{-1}</td>
<td>6.13·10^{-2}</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.878</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finding a suitable distribution function for the MPC lifetime $Y_k$ defined in (6) appears to be problematic. We did not observe a distance dependency or any significant indications on a mixture distribution, i.e. a separation of shorter lifetime from longer lifetime MPCs with different thresholds did not improve the results. We fitted the Gamma, log-normal, Weibull and Inverse Gaussian distribution, but finally selected the Birnbaum-Saunders distribution as the best choice, where $\eta$ affects the scale and $\gamma$ the shape of the curve. We identify the log-normal distribution as the best alternative and compare the fitting results. Fig. 12 shows the worst encountered fitting results for an HCT measurement run, where the fitting errors are predominantly found for larger values. The fitting result improves if applied on an entire scenario data set, as shown for the HOT in Fig. 13. Nevertheless, the fitted distribution still deviates significantly from the empirical curve, whereas it captures the essential behavior. Consequently, the $\chi^2$-tests yield a rejection rate of 99.31% for the Birnbaum-Saunders distribution and a rejection rate of 100% for the log-normal distribution. The average MSE$_L$ of the Birnbaum-Saunders distribution fitting per measurement is $2.0·10^{-3}$, ranging from $0.95·10^{-3}$ for TCT to $2.7·10^{-3}$ for H2I (see Table IV). The average MSE of the Lognormal distribution fitting per measurement is $1.5·10^{-3}$, ranging from $0.5·10^{-3}$ for TCT to $2.8·10^{-3}$ for HOT. The average MSE of the Birnbaum-Saunders distribution fitting per scenario is $0.87·10^{-3}$, ranging from $0.40·10^{-3}$ for TCT to $1.4·10^{-3}$.
distribution is modeled with the log-normal distribution function:

$$f(x|\psi, \rho) = \frac{1}{x\rho\sqrt{2\pi}} \exp\left\{\frac{-(\ln x - \psi)^2}{2\rho^2}\right\}, \quad x > 0. \quad (12)$$

The parameter $\psi$ defines the peak location, whereas the parameter $\rho$ scales the curve. This distribution function yields a comparatively good fit, except for the scenario H2I. The large MSE value of $32\cdot10^{-4}$ in Table IV is due to the fact that most runs in this scenario revealed two cores of excess delay occurrences. While most observed delay values are close to 0 ns, 5-30% of the delays occurred at values of 300-350 ns. This is probably due to scattering at the buildings surrounding the infrastructure antenna and could be modeled with a mixture distribution. Since this issue of near and distant delay occurrences was only observed in the H2I scenario and a few urban measurement runs, we decided for simpler two-parameter distribution functions for the modeling.

In addition to the log-normal distribution, we fitted an exponential distribution and found that the $\chi^2$-tests per measurement run result in a null hypothesis rejection rate of 80.56% for the log-normal distribution and a rejection rate of 79.17% for the exponential distribution. We also conducted a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS) and found that the rejection rates of the log-normal and exponential distributions are $87.27\%$ and $98.38\%$, respectively. The average MSE of the log-normal distribution fitting per measurement is $1.1\cdot10^{-3}$, ranging from $0.36\cdot10^{-3}$ for UOT to $32\cdot10^{-3}$ for H2I. The average MSE of the exponential distribution fitting per measurement is $5.3\cdot10^{-3}$, ranging from $2.2\cdot10^{-3}$ for UCT to $10.7\cdot10^{-2}$ for H2I. The average MSE of the log-normal distribution fitting per scenario is $7.05\cdot10^{-4}$, ranging from $0.73\cdot10^{-4}$ for UCT to $32\cdot10^{-4}$ for H2I. The average MSE of the exponential distribution fitting per scenario is $4.2\cdot10^{-3}$, ranging from $1.0\cdot10^{-3}$ for UCT to $10.4\cdot10^{-3}$ for H2I.

The goodness-of-fit test rates suggest slightly an advantage for the log-normal distribution, but essentially suggest a rejection of both distribution hypothesis. The exponential distribution is better in terms of convergence of the CDF towards 1 within the observed value range, which prevents the model from generating undesired very long excess delays. The fitting per measurement is more accurate with log-normal distributions, whereas the fitting per scenario is a little more accurate with exponential distributions, mainly due to better fits in the H2I scenario. The selection of log-normal is based on a better overall accuracy and slightly better goodness-of-fit test results. The distribution of the observed log-normal parameters in Fig. 15 indicate larger excess delays in the urban scenarios and smaller excess delays in rural scenarios (see also Table III).

### E. Relative Doppler frequency of Newborn MPCs

The relative Doppler frequency of newborn MPCs $\nu^R[i]$ defined in (8) is modeled with the Weibull distribution

$$f(x|\zeta, \kappa) = \frac{\kappa}{\zeta} \left(\frac{x}{\zeta}\right)^{\kappa-1} \exp\left\{-\left(\frac{x}{\zeta}\right)^\kappa\right\}, \quad x > 0. \quad (13)$$

The parameter $\zeta$ determines the scale and the parameter $\kappa$ the shape of the curve. For the HOT measurement run in Fig. 16, the Weibull distribution has a slightly better fit than the alternative Gamma distribution. Both distributions fit very well in an UOT scenario, as can be seen in Fig. 17.
The measurement runs in Fig. 16 and 17 were selected as examples for fitting results, because they show that the Weibull distribution is suitable even for extreme values found within the parameter distribution in Fig. 18, i.e. the HOT run is fitted with $\zeta = 1.01$ and $\kappa = 5.42$, whereas UOT is fitted with $\zeta = 1.55$ and $\kappa = 1.31$.

The $\chi^2$-tests result in a null hypothesis rejection rate of 91.67% for the Weibull distribution and a rejection rate of 86.34% for the Gamma distribution. The KS-tests revealed rejection rates of 62.50% and 76.62% for the Weibull and Gamma distributions respectively. The average Weibull MSE per scenario is $7.2 \cdot 10^{-3}$, ranging from $0.12 \cdot 10^{-3}$ for UCT to $7.2 \cdot 10^{-3}$ for HOT. The Weibull MSE per scenario is $5.80 \cdot 10^{-4}$, ranging from $0.03 \cdot 10^{-3}$ for UCT to $1.6 \cdot 10^{-3}$ for HOT. The Gamma MSE per scenario is $1.6 \cdot 10^{-3}$, ranging from $0.03 \cdot 10^{-3}$ for UCT and $6.2 \cdot 10^{-3}$ for HOT.

The distribution of the Weibull parameters in Fig. 18 reveals interesting characteristics. The left corner in Fig. 18 is characterized by a curved CDF-shape, and relative Doppler frequency values of up to 5 are observed. The upper part in Fig. 18 is characterized by a s-shaped CDF-shape and relative Doppler frequency values ranging from $10^{-5}$ to 1 (in Fig. 16).

The distribution of Weibull parameters for relative Doppler occurrences per measurement (small marker) and per scenario (large marker) is depicted in Fig. 18, showing the success of both distributions for fitting relative Doppler frequency occurrences.

### Table III: Parameters of Lifetime, Excess Delay, and Relative Doppler

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>$\eta$</th>
<th>$\gamma$</th>
<th>$\psi$</th>
<th>$\rho$</th>
<th>$\zeta$</th>
<th>$\kappa$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H2I</td>
<td>13.62</td>
<td>1.867</td>
<td>3.110</td>
<td>2.096</td>
<td>1.041</td>
<td>2.679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCT</td>
<td>32.07</td>
<td>1.555</td>
<td>2.071</td>
<td>1.718</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOT</td>
<td>22.01</td>
<td>2.319</td>
<td>2.160</td>
<td>1.534</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>3.517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>19.52</td>
<td>2.031</td>
<td>2.041</td>
<td>1.600</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td>0.862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROT</td>
<td>10.87</td>
<td>2.169</td>
<td>1.955</td>
<td>1.399</td>
<td>1.061</td>
<td>2.650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCT</td>
<td>4.554</td>
<td>2.011</td>
<td>3.021</td>
<td>1.435</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>1.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCT</td>
<td>2.248</td>
<td>2.789</td>
<td>3.288</td>
<td>1.385</td>
<td>1.134</td>
<td>1.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UOT</td>
<td>3.999</td>
<td>2.539</td>
<td>2.709</td>
<td>1.435</td>
<td>1.317</td>
<td>1.306</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table IV: Mean Square Error of Distribution Fits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>$\text{MSE}_N$</th>
<th>$\text{MSE}_B$</th>
<th>$\text{MSE}_L$</th>
<th>$\text{MSE}_E$</th>
<th>$\text{MSE}_D$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H2I</td>
<td>1.84 $10^{-2}$</td>
<td>1.35 $10^{-2}$</td>
<td>2.71 $10^{-3}$</td>
<td>34 $10^{-4}$</td>
<td>14 $10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCT</td>
<td>0.96 $10^{-2}$</td>
<td>0.61 $10^{-2}$</td>
<td>1.9 $10^{-3}$</td>
<td>7.3 $10^{-4}$</td>
<td>8.6 $10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOT</td>
<td>1.39 $10^{-2}$</td>
<td>0.70 $10^{-2}$</td>
<td>1.6 $10^{-3}$</td>
<td>6.2 $10^{-4}$</td>
<td>20 $10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>0.51 $10^{-2}$</td>
<td>0.34 $10^{-2}$</td>
<td>1.7 $10^{-3}$</td>
<td>5.7 $10^{-4}$</td>
<td>3.1 $10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROT</td>
<td>1.61 $10^{-2}$</td>
<td>0.89 $10^{-2}$</td>
<td>2.4 $10^{-3}$</td>
<td>7.5 $10^{-4}$</td>
<td>1.1 $10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCT</td>
<td>0.29 $10^{-2}$</td>
<td>0.14 $10^{-2}$</td>
<td>0.9 $10^{-3}$</td>
<td>17 $10^{-4}$</td>
<td>5.5 $10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCT</td>
<td>0.41 $10^{-2}$</td>
<td>1.08 $10^{-2}$</td>
<td>2.3 $10^{-3}$</td>
<td>4.5 $10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.9 $10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UOT</td>
<td>0.82 $10^{-2}$</td>
<td>0.61 $10^{-2}$</td>
<td>2.7 $10^{-3}$</td>
<td>3.6 $10^{-4}$</td>
<td>1.8 $10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For accurate modeling of channel properties in vehicular communication scenarios it is important to understand the behavior of MPCs. In this paper we have modeled the number of MPCs and the birth rate of MPCs with a distant-dependent Poisson distribution and we found exceptional behavior for the tunnel and urban scenarios. The statistical characterization of MPC lifetime appears still unclear, while the distribution of excess delay and relative Doppler frequency of individual...
MPCs are modeled accurately. The obtained statistical distributions can be used for a parametrization of suitable channel models and lead ultimately to a more accurate reproduction in V2V channel simulations.
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